ufo lighting

special projects portfolio

who we are

Suppliers of high quality lighting products for over 25 years.
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Primarily known as fibre optic lighting manufacturers, we have for many years also manufactured specialist & custom lighting systems.
As complete system manufacturers UFO has the knowledge, skills and
people to turn your lighting concepts into a reality. Since starting out in
the industry 25 years ago, we have developed an extensive range of fibre
optic and LED lighting systems and with it a reputation for quality and
excellence.

Whether you are an OEM client interested in purchasing reels of fibre, a
lighting designer in need of a bespoke lighting system for an architectural
application, or a member of the public who wants to install a star ceiling
or downlighters in your home, we can develop a solution to your exact
specifications, on time and in budget.

Clients choose to work with us because they favour our innovative high
quality products and the outstanding levels of service that we provide.

Our continued investment in the latest technologies and strategic vision
for growth has led us to more recently expand our product range. The
addition of our energy eﬀicient LED light sources and luminaires, all of
which have been designed and manufactured by us, gives our clients
more choice than ever before for illumination.

We have one of the widest ranges available and are extremely proud of
the fact that our fibre optic and LED lighting products are designed,
manufactured and assembled in-house at our 69,000 square foot
headquarters in Coldstream, Scotland.

Visit us at ufo.lighting for more information on our complete product range and
to find out how we can help you take your lighting concepts to new heights.

Cover images courtesy of Freepik.com

complete lighting system manufacturers

We can make parts from small
simple brackets to machine frames.
Working with sheet and bar metals,
tubes, boards, laminates and
plastics to create your finished
goods ready for packaging and sale.

Having spent many years serving
the needs of UFO by providing
custom one-oﬀ and small batch
production runs, our manual
machining department is used to
providing quick turnaround on
milled, drilled and tapped quality
components in a number of
engineering materials.

Our assembly operators are used to
working with small components
and we have handling equipment to
deal with large items up to several
metres across.

We can produce jigs, fixtures and
special purpose machines. These
can speed up production and
improve repeat accuracy. Linking
this to our fabrication and assembly
shop will make most things possible
and finishing in our paint / powder
coating shop can enhance the
appearance of your product.

fabrication

machining

On our Swiss type CNC automatics
we can manufacture straight turned
components or more intricate
geometrical shapes by utilising
driven tooling integral to the lathe.
Due to the nature of these machines
they can rapidly turn, mill, drill, tap
and bore a component from both
sides, negating the use of a second
operation machining or set up.
This results in short lead times and
keeps part costs down while
delivering repeatable accuracy
measured in micro metres rather
than millimetres over the whole
batch run.

cnc operations

We can oﬀer powder coating for a
wide variety of components in a
variety of shapes and sizes. Our
trained finishing personnel and
modern spray booths ensure a first
class finish every time.
We have an electrostatic corona
charge system for powder coating
which can give a finished thickness
of 30µm to over 70µm. We can
accommodate up to a maximum
component size of 800mm x 800mm
x 4000mm in our large oven.
Powder coating is available in all
standard RAL colours and in epoxy
for indoor use or polyester for
outdoor use.

finishing
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We can fabricate and assemble
many items from small luminaire
fittings to large decorative ceiling
fixtures. Our fabrication capabilities
are not limited to lighting
components though.

retro inspirations
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cp hart bathroom showroom copper chandelier & maze
Project Information
 Copper Chandelier
4 x Sirius 90W LED light sources with built in
twinkle wheel.
4 x 50 tail fibre harness manufactured from
PMMA with 3mm active diameter.

 Copper Maze
3 x Bespoke support frames.
60 x Bespoke copper pipes with LED filaments.
during 2015 the award-winning luxury bathroom retailer conducted a major overhaul of its waterloo showroom, almost
doubling the size of its premises and transforming the space into a stylish haven where the architect and design
community can take inspiration from the latest products and samples.

60 x Urban Cottage large globe eco-filament
light bulbs with E27 screw fitting.

specialist lighting design practice studio fractal, were tasked with designing the large fibre optic and led lighting
features that occupy the reception area to the front of the showroom and coﬀee bar to the rear, and approached ufo to
carry out the manufacturing and installation of the bespoke pieces.

60 x Custom copper E27 lamp holders.

on entering the showroom customers pass below the impressive copper chandelier which measures 4500mm in
diameter and contains both ufo fibre optics and led lights. protruding from the mirror polished stainless steel base are
two hundred pieces of copper pipe which vary in length and contain our fibre optic lights. four of our 90w sirius led
light sources are used to power the fibre optics and give the light its atmospheric twinkling white glow, while fifty of our
ld2 led downlights are set into the base of the chandelier and provide functional lighting onto the floor below.

 Location: London, England

situated above the coﬀee bar at the rear of the showroom is the large eye-catching copper maze which we custom
made to perfectly fit the building's exposed brick archways. spanning more than 7500mm wide the structure comprises
of three layers of support frames and more than sixty copper pipes which were manipulated into shape before sixty
custom lamp holders and led eco filaments were applied. due to the sheer size of the structure it was transported in
multiple sections and constructed on site by our installation team.

 Project completed: 2015

 Category: Commercial, decorative lighting
 Client: Studio Fractal
 Images: James Newton Photographs
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50 x UFO LD2 LED downlights, 5 x LED drivers
and 5 x splitter/junction boxes.
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central cross retro-fit pendant lighting
Project Information
 Mamma Lampa Pendant Retro-fit
Retro-fitting custom designed lighting
components to existing pendant lights

 Location: London, England
 Client: Pritchard Themis
 Project completed: 2014
located in the busy borough of camden in north west london is the large oﬀice complex central cross.
lighting designers pritchard themis were employed to design the lighting scheme for the 57,000 square foot
commercial premises at 1+2 stephen street and enlisted ufo to assist in fabricating the pendant fittings that feature
throughout the property’s vast reception and lobby areas.
when they approached us pritchard themis already had stock of the 900mm diameter circular pendants but needed
our help in illuminating them, so we set about designing and fabricating the rest of the concept. we began by creating
the metal brackets which hold in place the Xicato led modules that illuminate the gold interior of the each pendant,
and the small opaque acrylic diﬀusers which emit warm ambient light onto the area below. the diﬀusers are double
skinned to prevent the leds from being seen from below, thus creating a more aesthetic appearance.
we then fabricated the hollow, metal central arms which house the electrical wiring and control gear for each pendant.
the upper section of each arm spans 900mm in length and connects to the ceiling rose and plaster in ring, whilst the
lower section supports the metal bracket and leds within the pendant bowl. a spigot joining piece connects the two
sections of arms and bowl in place.
the central arms were powder coated in-house in a polished brass finish to match the interior shade of each pendant
bowl, completing the overall look.

 Images: Nick Rochowski
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 Category: Commercial, decorative lighting

Vino wines led display lighting
Project Information
 Display Lighting
2 types of custom designed brass light fixtures
which hang both from the ceiling and protrude
from the wine shelves.

 Location: Edinburgh, Scotland
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 Category: Commercial, display lighting
 Client: Vino Wines
ufo designed and manufactured a series of bespoke copper pendant led light fittings for Vino wines' newest retail store in
edinburgh. aptly named 'the arches' after its residence in one of the renovated Victorian archways that lies below street
level in the city's old town, the trendy wine store and café bar features a utilitarian feel throughout.
when designing the lighting scheme for the arches we wanted the fittings to complement the c-listed building's style,
playing on the rugged history of the exposed brickwork and angular structure that dates back to 1875.
we opt for two slightly diﬀerent styles of pendant fittings: the first we custom made to extend out over the store's robust
wooden shelving units illuminating the vast selection of wine on display below, whilst the second set of fittings mirror the
curve of the large vaulted ceiling providing ambient lighting onto the bar area below.
each fitting was fabricated from 15mm diameter copper pipe and fitted with warm white colour led spotlights. a ufo light
source with personalised gobo template was also installed in the store and used to project the Vino wines logo onto the
rear wall.

 Project completed: 2016
 Images: Vino Wines
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hotel bloom 2000mm square copper uplight chandeliers
Project Information
 Copper Chandelier Uplights
25 x custom copper chandelier uplights. Over
2000mm square and fitted with LED lighting.
Manufactured from 159mm diameter copper
pipe.

 Category: Commercial, decorative lighting
 Client: Kate & Sam Lighting Design
when ufo was asked by Kate & sam lighting designers to manufacture a series of bespoke chandeliers for the
contemporary hotel bloom we jumped at the chance.
based in brussels, the trendy hotel combines plush hospitality with art and creativity at every turn. unique freesias
which have been hand painted by young and emerging european art students adorn the walls in the hotel's 305
bedrooms, whilst the informal and colourful meeting areas provide relaxed environments where companies can
brainstorm and let their creativity flow.
it is here in one of the 12 meeting rooms that all 25 of our custom chandeliers can be found creating a grid-like
formation in the room's vast ceiling. spanning more than 2000mm in width, the identical chandeliers have been
fabricated from copper pipe and hand polished in-house by us.
we installed a steel wire assembly in to each of the chandeliers' copper elbows allowing the large copper units to be
securely suspended from eyebolts in the ceiling, and also fitted 4000K linear led lights and diﬀusers in to the top of the
pipes providing warm ambient lighting onto the recessed ceiling cavities above.

 Project completed: 2016
 Images: Hotel Bloom
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 Location: Brussels, Belgium

special projects
Do you have an idea for a lighting system
for your project, but need help taking it
further?

To fully realise your projects aims, we
really need to drill down into all the finer
details.

Here at UFO we have a team of talented
designers and engineers who can take
your initial thoughts and expand on them
to create something amazing, unique and
true to your original vision.

We have a team of fully trained sales and
project engineers who can visit your site
to fully discuss the project with your
company’s key personnel.

We therefore treat prototype
manufacture with the same attention to
detail as we would, and as you would
expect, in a finished product.
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Feel free to get in touch to discuss your
idea and let your dream become reality.

Samples can be arranged that we can
bring to your premises so we can
demonstrate how our products work.

We understand that a prototype is more
than just a thrown together ‘make-do’
version of the finished product. In many
cases a high quality prototyped product
can make the diﬀerence between a
project going ahead or being stopped
dead in its tracks.

design inspiration

project & site liaison

prototyping

the journey through our system
In our Coldstream based factory, we are
home to CAD/CAM and CNC milling and
turning technology valued at over £2.5
million.

Our fully trained installation teams have
travelled the world installing clients
lighting systems to the highest possible
standards.

We’ll create final drawings and other
supporting documentation to the agreed
specifications and once you have signed
the design oﬀ you just need to sit back
and relax as we go into production.

Of course, machinery is worth nothing
without engineers and production staﬀ to
operate it. UFO have invested heavily in
staﬀ training and development to ensure
that your products are manufactured to
the highest possible standards and with a
fast turnaround time.

From New York City to Dubai and
everywhere in-between, we have ‘been
there and done that’ for projects ranging
from huge multi-tiered chandeliers,
through vast swimming pools, and down
to the most delicate of museum
display cases.

final reVisions

manufacture

installation
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After all the initial designs have been
worked through, ideas and
improvements discussed and a prototype
has been manufactured for your
comments, it is time to put the finishing
touches to your design.

berry bros & rudd wine merchants star effect fibre optics
Project Information
 Ceiling Lighting
12 x Sirius 90W LED light sources with 3000K
high CRI output. White light only.
Custom designed ferrules and end fittings.

 Location: London, England
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 Category: Commercial, decorative lighting
 Client: Sutton Vane Associates
founded by widow bourne in 1698, berry bros. & rudd is one of the oldest wine merchants in the uK. with a colourful
history that encompasses wines on board the titanic and sheltering napoleon iii in the cellars beneath the shop, two
royal warrants, eight masters of wine and multiple other accolades under their belt, berry bros. & rudd are justly proud
of their past.
mark sutton Vane, the world class lighting designer, wanted to light the amazing space with no visible light fittings and
decided to use tiny fibre optics hidden in the grout between the hand made tiles of the ceiling. he also wanted the system to provide the emergency lighting which was another challenge. we were very excited to be asked to supply the
fibre optic lighting system and to help solve the challenges. we had supplied fibre optics for mark sutton Vane's design
of the lighting of the crown jewels, so we have experience of his very high standards.
in keeping with these requirements we created a custom end ferrule and fitting which was installed in the grout between the tiles. the fittings were finished in black to allow them to blend in with their surrounding environment and to
ensure that they went unnoticed when the fibre optics were switched oﬀ.
twelve of our sirius led light sources were used to power fibre optics and these were specially programmed to ensure
that they would carry on running in the event of a power failure. we supplied units with sutton Vane associates'
requirement for 3000K colour temperature and high cri which would not distort the colour of the wine on display.

 Project completed: 2015
 Images: Sutton Vane Associates
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prince edward theatre refurbishment of outdoor torchieres
Project Information
 Refurbished Torchieres
Complete strip down and restoration of
multiple lighting fixtures from the outside of
the theatre.

 Location: London, England
 Category: Outdoor lighting
 Client: Pritchard Themis
prominently positioned on the corner of old compton street and greek street, lies the well-known prince edward
theatre. named after the then prince of wales, the historic playhouse has gone through a number of cosmetic changes
over the years, including the refurbishment of its exterior torchieres which ufo were enlisted to assist with.
pritchard themis who designed the scheme wanted to replace the sodium based light sources in the torchieres with
colour-changing leds which would not only have a considerably longer lifespan than the sodium counterparts, but
would also provide theatre personnel with greater flexibility over the building’s exterior lighting eﬀects.
in keeping with the brief, we stripped out the sodium sources and removed the existing coating from the surface of each
fitting, before strengthening the wall plates and fabricating new metal mounting brackets and supports. all of the
components were powder coated at our in-house paintshop; the inside of the torchiere bowls were powder coated in
white whilst the outer elements were coated in californium to perfectly match the rest of the metal work on the theatre
façade.
each torchiere bowl was retrofitted with 3000K led uplighters that had a lumen output of approximately 3500lms,
whilst the greek street torchieres also benefitted from the addition of led downlights in the same specification,
providing functional lighting onto the pavement below. in the rear of each torchiere’s shaft we removed a channel and
fitted it with led linear detail and control cables, which were completely concealed from public view and threw quality
light out onto the façade below.

 Project completed: 2014
 Images: © Greg Townsend / Light Projects
Pritchard Themis
UFO
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Retro-fit LED uplighters / downlighters to all
units.

the hancocK center, chicago custom fibre optic light fiXture
Project Information
 Custom Light Fixture
Sirius 90W LED DMX light sources with 3000K
high CRI output. White light only.
PMMA fibre harnesses

 Location: Chicago, USA
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 Category: Commercial, decorative lighting
 Client: Lucent Lighting
lucent is the newest addition to the iconic john hancock center in chicago, illinois. designed by uK artist wolfgang
buttress, the breathtaking installation is the central feature within the refurbished lobby area of the grand skyscraper.
with its delicately detailed composition you may at first believe that you are looking at a dandelion comprising of
thousands of small seed heads, but the sculpture is actually much more complex than that, it is an astronomy inspired
star map.
spanning four metres in diameter the semi-spherical structure consists of 3,115 perforated holes which accurately map
each of the stars in the northern hemisphere that can be seen with the naked eye.
emerging from each triangulated hole are strands of our pmma fibre which emit glowing ambient light that pulsates
throughout the day. hand blown glass orbs are attached to the ends of the fibre points to diﬀuse the light and embody
each of the stars. our sirius led light sources with full dmX control are used to power the fibre that runs throughout the
installation and give it the pulsating appearance.
the sculpture has been cleverly installed on a mirrored ceiling to give the impression of a complete sphere, while the
polished black granite pool of water that sits below reflects the structure and creates a sense of infinity.

 Project completed: 2015
 Images: Susan Aurinko / Wolfgang Buttress
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rosewood hotel bespoKe cube shaped led fittings
Project Information
 Custom LED Fittings
2 types of custom cube shaped LED fittings.
Manufactured and finished in-house by UFO

 Location: London, England
 Category: Commercial, decorative lighting
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 Client: Foundry Light+Design
 Project completed: 2015
the opulent rosewood in london has unveiled its latest drinking and dining destination, the terrace. transformed by
award-winning landscape designer luciano giubbilei, the year-round garden is reminiscent of a quintessential english
garden with seasonal flowering plants in textural woven willow baskets throughout.
classically pruned london plane trees form the overhead greenery while the intimate yet dramatic lighting scheme
which was designed by foundry, creates an inviting and stylish destination for guests to socialise in after dark.
a stainless steel structure fabricated from solid 50x50mm profile provides an elegant foundation in which the majority
of the lighting has been subtly incorporated, while custom trunking discreetly conceals the cable routing and keeps the
visual impact of the lighting equipment to a minimum. special mounting brackets that clip into the trunking allow the
high level lighting to be attached to the structure and to accentuate the retractable awning and tree canopy above.
bespoke frame-mounted led downlight fittings which were designed by foundry and manufactured in-house by ufo
lighting are used throughout to highlight the stainless steel structure and tables below. having been specifically fashioned to the same specification as the 50x50mm profile and powder coated to match, the cube-shaped fittings blend so
seamlessly with their surrounding environment that they appear as being a streamlined extension of the structure.
each fitting has been fabricated from anodised aluminium and fitted with a brass insert for added warmth and a feeling
of luxury. internally the use of the 1w cree chip and narrow optics provide the tight beam and quality of light needed to
create dramatic pools of light on the tables below.

 Images: Foundry Light+Design
James Newton Photohraphy

william heath robinson museum polished copper led chandeliers
Project Information
 Custom Copper Chandeliers
Polished copper chandeliers with high powered
LED lamps.

 Location: London, England
 Client: Sutton Vane Associates
 Project completed: 2015
ufo was commissioned by sutton Vane associates to fabricate two large copper chandeliers for the heath robinson
museum which celebrates the life and works of one of the uK’s greatest artists and illustrators – william heath
robinson. located in pinner memorial park in north london, the museum opened its doors in october 2016 having
received funding of £1.13m from the heritage lottery fund towards the development costs.
lighting designers, sutton Vane associates, were tasked with designing the lighting scheme for the new premises and
enlisted ufo to manufacture the chandeliers and install them in the museum’s shop.
each chandelier was constructed from lengths of 15mm diameter copper pipe that had been bent into position and
fitted with e26 lamp holders and warm white led spotlights with a cri >95. the large conical copper cowls that encase
the 3000K colour temperature leds are connected to knuckle joints that allow museum staﬀ to move and direct the
light wherever it is required. situated at the base of each chandelier is a copper housing plate which was specifically
designed to fit the museum’s angled ceiling.
aesthetically the warm tones of the copper allow the chandeliers to blend within their surrounding environment, whilst
the quirky composition of the angular installations provide a subtle nod to william heath robinson’s much loved
drawings of idiosyncratic contraptions.

 Images: Sutton Vane Associates
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 Category: Commercial, functional lighting

birmingham sKy needles rooftop lighting feature
Project Information
 Sky Needles
3 x Ultima 250W metal halide light sources
outputting white light only.
Over 600 tails of PMMA sideglow fibre with an
outer diameter of 1.5mm
P9 paver fittings mounted in the sky needles
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 Location: Birmingham, England
 Category: Decorative, outdoor lighting
the national indoor arena is a state-of-the-art sporting and entertainment venue with a unique canal-side location in the
heart of birmingham.
originally opened in 1991, the arena has recently undergone a £26 million redevelopment which saw all areas of the nia
upgraded and the city's skyline transformed with the installation of three striking sky needles.
constructed from steel and lit with our fibre optics, the needles reflect the arena's sporting history and stand at 16m, 26m
and 20m on top of the nia. the varied heights of the needles are designed to symbolise the winner's podium in athletics,
with the tallest needle measuring 48m into the air from canal level.
we were approached by marshalls, the fabricator of the needles, to supply and install a fibre optic lighting system that
would eﬀectively illuminate the needles and ensure that they could be seen some distance away from the arena.
our installation team fed more than 600 tails of our 1.5mm diameter polymer fibre into the needles from the top down,
before fixing our small round p9 paver fittings to the end points of light. we opted to manufacture the p9s in 316
stainless steel to prevent weathering from occurring and fitted each with high-quality toughened glass for added durability.
three of our 250w ultima metal halide light sources are used to power the fibre optics in the needles and are securely
stored in a dry location 5m away. we selected the ultima for its bright light output and ability to power long runs of fibre.

 Client: Marshalls
 Project completed: 2014
 Images: Marshalls

Fibre optics are the safest option for
outdoor lighting as the fibres contain no
electricity.
In lighting systems such as this where access
is diﬀicult, the ease of maintaining a fibre
optic system also brings huge benefits. Only
the light sources require lamp changes - not
every individual light point.
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inspiration

Images, clockwise from top,left:
 Fibre optic lollipops for use in outdoor settings
 The Pool of Serenity at the Botanics light event
 Custom chandelier with curved acrylic arms
 Outdoor fibre optic tree lighting
 Glass ball chandelier with fibre optics
 Water feature for private residence
 Outdoor fibre optic signage
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what ideas do you haVe?

Do you have an idea for a lighting
concept that you would like help
to develop?
Visit us at www.ufo.lighting, or
give us a call to find out how we
can help.
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our factory
UFO is home to over £2.5 million of CAD/CAM and CNC milling and turning
machinery. An ongoing program of investment in state of the art manufacturing
technology means that we are continually acquiring new machinery to oﬀer new
and innovative manufacturing techniques.
 1 x Star SR32J CNC Swiss type automatic lathe
 2 x Colchester Tornado A90 CNC slant bed lathe
 2 x Colchester Tornado 310 CNC slant bed lathe
 2 x Colchester Tornado 220m CNC 3-Axis slant bed lathe
 2 x Harrison VHS CNC flat bed lathe
 2 x Hardinge CHNC 4 Super Precision CNC flat bed lathe
 1 x Colchester A50 CNC lathe. Magazine barfeeder and swarf conveyer
 1 x Milltronics VM24 vertical CNC milling centre
 1 Haas V50 CNC milling machine

Conventional Machine Tools
 3 x Hardinge Super Precision tool room lathe with 8 station turret
 1 x Colchester Master 2500 lathe
 2 x Colchester Triumph 200 lathe
 3 x Pinnacle PKTM vertical milling machine
 2 x Datamatch tapping centre M2.5 - M16
 De-greasing tanks and ultrasonic cleaning
 Aluminium cut oﬀ saws
 3 x large capacity bandsaw

Injection Moulding
 1 x Boy 22M Injection moulding press
 1 x Boy 22M Vertical Injection moulding press
 1 x Boy 55M Injection moulding press

Other Services
 Powder coating
 Rapid prototyping

 MIG, TIG & MMA welding
 Tube bending
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CNC Machine Tools

Made in the United Kingdom

distributed by

Universal Fibre Optics Ltd
Home Place
Coldstream, TD12 4DT
United Kingdom
t. +44 (0)1890 883416
www.ufo.lighting

Universal Fiber Optic lighting LLC
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Sarasota, FL34238
United States
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www.fiberopticlighting.com
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